IF YOUR COURSE IS CROSS-LISTED

Select the + button to add a cross-listing.

Enter the subject.

Enter your course number for the cross-listed partner(s).

If you make a mistake, use the trashcan icon to delete.

Select “save” to save your information for the page. There is an autosave feature that saves our work as well.

This message will appear, confirming that you are cross-listing a course for each cross-listed partner:

Please confirm cross-listing CHEM 135 with ENTX 135. Please note this will link the two course, and the rest of the fields will be populated identical to ENTX 135. Further changes implemented in this request will be to synchronize to ENTX 135, and ENTX 135 will be also bundled together with this CHEM 135 request to be formally approved by the Committee on Courses. Therefore, before the course is approved, ENTX 135 will remain in its current state for enrollment, but once the request is approved, the ENTX 135’s course information will be synchronized and updated to the course request.
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